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ABSTRACT 
We consider an integral transform which has been defined in terms of a root system A2 and a 
complex parameter m with positive real part and which coincides, for certain integer values of m, 
with the Abel transform on some symmetric spaces of the noncompact type. The Abel transform 
intertwines the radial part of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the symmetric space with the 
ordinary Euclidean Laplacian. In this paper we generalize this well-known result to arbitrary m. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a noncompact connected real semisimple Lie group with finite cen- 
tre and Iwasawa decomposition G = DIN. Let a denote the Lie algebra of A, 
a* its dual and S the Euclidean Fourier transform on A. Let Z denote the set 
of restricted roots and Z’+ a choice of positive roots. The Weyl group of Z will 
be denoted by W. Put Q=+ C crez+ m,cr, where m, is the multiplicity of the 
root cx. Let 99(G//K) and $&(A) denote the spaces of K-biinvariant C”- 
functions on G with compact support and W-invariant Cm-functions on A 
with compact support respectively. For feg(G//K) we define the Abel 
transform d: f + Ff by 
(._#)(a) = F,(a) = ep(‘ogs)~f(an) dn, a E A, 
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where log denotes the inverse of the mapping exp: a + A. This transform plays 
an important role in the theory of the spherical Fourier transform. It is well- 
known that the spherical Fourier transform equals god, which makes it clear 
that the study of the spherical Fourier transform and the Abel transform are 
closely connected. 
An important property of the Abel transform is the fact that it intertwines 
G-invariant differential operators on the symmetric space X=G/K with W- 
invariant differential operators on A with constant coefficients. This holds in 
particular for the Laplace-Beltrami operator Lx. Now let d(L,) denote the 
radial part of Lx. Then the highest order part of d (Lx) is the ordinary Lapla- 
cian LA on A and it follows from the well-known intertwining property men- 
tioned above (also called transmutation property) that 
(1.1) QLX)~= (LA - (e,e>)Ff on A+. 
Here we restricted f E D(G//K) to A+ and we considered the Abel transform 
as integral transform from &,(A) onto itself (see section 2 for details). 
Our main goal is to obtain an explicit expression for the Abel transform and 
its inverse as integral/differential operator on A+ (or A if possible). Up till 
now such expressions are known in a very limited number of cases (see [2, In- 
troduction] for details). Explicit expressions for the Abel transform and its in- 
verse can be used to obtain explicit expressions for e.g. the spherical functions 
and the heat kernel. It can also lead to new (and more elementary) proofs of 
known results in the theory of the spherical Fourier transform. For more details 
on these matters we refer to [2] and the references given there. One can also 
use the explicit expressions to generalize the Abel transform to “non-group- 
cases”. By this we mean the following. Suppose we have a number of sym- 
metric spaces of the noncompact ype with the same associated root system Z. 
Let us also assume that for these cases we have an explicit expression for the 
Abel transform as integral transform on A+. Since the Abel transform in- 
volves integration over N, the root multiplicities m, will occur as parameters 
in this expression. These m, can only assume a particular number of integer 
values, corresponding to the symmetric spaces mentioned above. But the ex- 
plicit expression itself is often well-defined for complex values of the param- 
eters m, (with certain restrictions). So this leads to the definition of a 
generalized Abel transform associated with a certain root system. Now what are 
the properties of this transform? More specific: using this generalized trans- 
form, can one develop the theory of the spherical Fourier transform indepen- 
dent of the group? As Koornwinder showed this can indeed be achieved for the 
rank-one case (see his survey paper [4]). The higher rank case seems to be much 
more difficult. In [2] we obtained some results in this direction for the rank-two 
case with a root system of type AZ (also see [2, Introd.] for remarks on possi- 
ble connections with other research). In the present paper we show that for this 
case the generalized Abel transform still has the important transmutation pro- 
perty (1.1). An explicit expression for the Abel transform can be obtained for 
the AZ-case from Aomoto’s paper [l]. The operator d(L,) is explicitly known 
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for arbitrary symmetric spaces X of the noncompact type and again the root 
multiplicity m, occurs as parameters. One then simply allows m, to be ar- 
bitrary complex in order to define a generalized radial part of the Laplace- 
Beltrami operator, which we shall denote by L(m). Both the Abel transform 
and the operator L(m) are now defined completely in terms of the root system 
and (1.1) can be proved for the AZ-case by a direct calculation. 
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we define the generalized Abel 
transform and the generalized operator L(m) and state our result. The main 
body of the proof of this result is given in section 3. The proof of a crucial iden- 
tity is given separately in the last section. Let us finally mention that the proof 
of the theorem is completely self-contained (it does not depend on results 
previously obtained in [2]). 
2. THE TRANSMUTATION PROPERTY 
In R3 we have the standard basis {ei, e2,e3} and inner product (. , . > for 
which this basis is orthonormal. Let a denote the hyperplane in lR3 orthogonal 
to the vector e, + e2 + es. The inner product on lR3 induces an inner product on 
a which we shall also denote by (. , . >. We identify the dual of R3 with lR3 and 
the dual a* with a by means of this inner product. The root system of type A2 
can be identified with the set Z= { f (e, - e2), f (ei - e3), f (e2 - e3)} in a. For _Z 
we take as basis d = {ei -e2, e2-e3} and we denote by Z+ the set of positive 
roots with respect o d. The positive Weyl chamber will be denoted by a+. Let 
W denote the Weyl group of Z, then W is isomorphic to the symmetric group 
S3. For m E C we define L(m), the so-called radial part of the Laplace- 
Beltrami operator associated with AZ, by 
C 
liq53 
coth(x,Xj)(& - g)* 
Here L(m) is considered as differential operator on a+ and we used coor- 
dinates (x1,x2,x3) on a (i.e. xi +x2+x3=0). If m= 1,2,4 or 8 then L(m) is the 
radial part of the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated with the symmetric 
spaces of the noncompact type SL(3, R)/SO(3), SL(3, C)/SU(3), SCJ*(6)&(3) 
and Es(_26j/F4 respectively (see e.g. [3, Ch. II, prop. 3.91). We will say that m 
corresponds to a group-case if m = 1,2,4 or 8. Note that L(0) is the ordinary 
Laplacian on a, which we shall denote by L,. Since we will use this operator 
in two different coordinates we will also use the notation d,. From now on 
“i<j” will mean 1 I i < j I 3, unless otherwise strated. As differential operator 
on a one has 
Ax=;, 6 =+zj(& - ;s. 
We also Put 
so that 
L(m) = A,+ mR. 
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Put e(m) = +rn c aEZ+ o = m(e, - e3), then <I, e(m)> = 2m2. Also put 
6 = n sh(Xi-Xj). 
icj 
We want to write L(m) in a form which is suitable for our future calculations. 
It is well-known (see e.g. [3, Ch. II, prop. 3.101) that 
L(2) = s-‘od,o6-(@(2),@(2)). 
Based on Weyl’s identity for 6 one can calculate 6-‘d,(6) in two different 
ways. This leads to the known identity 
<e(2), e(2)) =i,z,, (ei - ej, ek - e/) COth(Xi-Xj) COth(Xk -XI) - 
- 2 1 she2(X; - Xi)* 
kj 
From this identity follows that 
s-‘0R06=R+(e(2),e(2))+2Csh-~(Xi_Xj), 
rcj 
and thus 
+ 2(m - 2) C sh-2(Xi-Xj) = 
rcj 
SO 
= L(m)+(m-1)(~(2),~(2))+2(m-2)C Shm2(Xi-Xj). 
i<j 
L(m)=6-'o[L(m-2)-(m-I)(~(2),~(2))-2(m-2)~ sh-2(Xi-Xj)]o~, 
icj 
from which we obtain that 
(2.2) 
L(m)=r'o dx+(m-Z)zj(& - t)°COth(*,x,)- 
-(m-l)b?(2),@(2)> 06. 1 
Obviously there is an analogous result for L(m) for arbitrary root systems. 
Let 6&,(a) denote the space of W-invariant C”-functions on a with compact 
support. For fe %rw(a) and m E C, Re m > 0 the Abel transform G&“)~-=FF) of 
f is the function on 
a+ = (01, t2, t3) E a 1 Cl > f2 > t3} 
defined by: 
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i 
Fjrn’@,, t2  t3) = 
.3m/22m+4 
l-(irn)3 * 
(2.3) 
. i’ SW,-y,)- m ( -2)My2 -ud - W2 - ts)) (m - w2 dy3 
y,=-03 
55 .f-(x*J2rX3)* 6. 
~I>Y2>X2>h>XJ 
I .{ -;~,(ch(2x~-t2-t3)-ch(y2-y3))}(m-2)n dxzdx3. 
In the inner integral x1 is such that xi +x2 +x3 = 0 and in the outer integral y2 
is such that y2 +y3 = t2 + t3. Furthermore, r denotes the usual gammafunction. 
Note that since y3 < t3 we have y2 -y3 > t2 - t3 > 0. Also 
-;I (ch(2xi-t2-t3)-ch(y2-y3))=-23; sh(xi-y,)sh(x,-y,)>O. 
i=l i=l 
For convenience we introduce several notational conventions. Put 
P =yZ+ys = t2+f3, 4=Y2-Y, = tz+t3-2y3, t = t2 - t3 , 
c;=ch(2xi-p) (i= 1,293)) T= i (ci-Ch q), ~(m)=.~~‘~2~+~/r(im)~. 
i=l 
In [l] Aomoto obtained $i’ and Fy’ as integral representation for the Abel 
transform for X(3, R) and X(3, C). In [2, section 61 we showed that this is also 
the case for SU*(6) and E6(_26j where m =4 and 8 respectively. For other 
values of the parameter m there is no interpretation of FF’ as the Abel 
transform on some noncompact semisimple Lie group. We also showed in [2] 
that there exists a differential operator D(m) on a+ such that 
and 
F;$,J = con&. qe2’, on a+, Rem > 2, 
Fgi2,, = const. f, on a+. 
In particular the transform f -+ Fp’ can be inverted on the right by a differen- 
tial operator if m is even. If moreover m corresponds to a group-case then this 
differential operator is also a left-inverse. 
An important property of the Abel transform in the group-cases is the 
transmutation property with respect to the operator L(m) in (2.1). Let us give 
a precise statement of this result. Let G be a noncompact connected semisimple 
Lie group with finite centre and definef-+ Ff: %I(G//K) -+ gW(A) as in the in- 
troduction (see e.g. [2] for more details). We denote by D(G/K) the algebra of 
G-invariant differential operators on X= G/K. Let D,(G) denote the algebra 
of left-G-invariant and right-K-invariant differential operators on G. Then one 
has the Harish-Chandra homomorphism y from lDK(G) onto D,(A), where 
D,(A) denotes the algebra of W-invariant differential operators on A with 
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constant coefficients. Combining y with the natural homomorphism from 
&(G) onto D(G/K), which has the same kernel as y, one obtains the isomor- 
phism Z? @G/K) -+ [D,(A). It is well-known that 
(2.4) FEJ = W>Ff 3 EE b(G), f E ‘9(G//K). 
Now if DE D(G/K) then there exists a unique differential operator d(D) on 
A+ . o such that Dh = d (D)h for each K-invariant function h on X restricted to 
A+. o. Here o denotes the origin eK in X. We refer to [3, Ch. II, $8 4,5] for 
the results stated above. When we write d(D)fforfe B(G//K) then it is tacitly 
assumed that f has been restricted to A+ and we consider d(D) as differential 
operator on A+ instead of A+. o. We now note that since restriction from G 
to A induces a bijection of g(G//K) onto $@2r,(A) we can consider the 
transform f -+ Ff as transform from 8,(A) onto itself. With the identifications 
as above one obtains from (2.4) that 
In particular one obtains for the Laplace-Beltrami operator Lx that 
(2.5) F,(Lxjf = WxF’ = (LA - (e, e)>F/, 
where LA and Q are as in the introduction. Using the explicit expressions (2.1) 
and (2.3) we will now show that the transmutation property (2.5) also holds for 
the generalized Abel transform. 
THEOREM. For f E 9++,(a) and m E C, Re m ~0 let Fy) be defined by (2.3). 
Then 
(2.6) F,$$ = (L, - (e(m),e(m)>)F~) on a+. / 
Here L(m) is defined by (2.1) and L, = L(0) is the ordinary Laplacian on a. 
As indicated above, the group-cases m = 1,2,4 and 8 follow from general 
theory. The proof of the theorem for general m is a direct calculation. Our first 
step in the proof will be an integration by parts. If one looks at the integrand 
in the inner integral in (2.3) then it is clear why we derived (2.2) for L(m). 
3. PROOFOFTHETHEOREM 
First we assume that Re m is sufficiently large (e.g. Re m > 6). Write D(y,) 
for the domain of integration in the inner integral of (2.3), so 
~(y,)=((x,,x2,x3)~at/x,>y,>x~>y,>x,). 
Recall that y, = t2 + I, - y3, so for fixed t2, t, the domain of integration only 
depends on ys . Also note that T= 0 on the boundary a@(~,)) of the domain. 
If f is a function on a then it is sometimes convenient to put g(x2,x3)= 
=f(-x,-x3,x2,x3) and to note that 
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The same applies to functions of JJ~,_Y~ if we substitute y2 = t2 + t3 -y3. Since 
we suppressed the occurence of the variable t, in (2.3), we will always use the 
convention that the operator d/at, - a/at, stands for -d/at, (i = 2,3). 
If we use the expression (2.2) for the operator L(m) then it follows that 
$Qt,, I,, t3) = - 8(m - l)q%,, 12, f3) + 
+c(m) ‘E sh q-‘m-2)(ch q-ch t)@‘-2)‘2 dy3 
yj=-a 
. t-T) (* - 2)‘2 dx, dx3. 
Now use integration by parts. Since f has compact support and T=O on 
a(D(y,)) we obtain (always under the assumption Re m >6) that 
Ff$lf(t,, t,, t3) = c(m) ‘j sh q-(m-2)(ch q - ch t)(m-2)‘2 dy, 
y3=-rn 
~~~,f.st(d,-(m-2)R)(-T) (m-2)‘2] dx, dx,-8(m-l)FF)(r,, t2, t3). 
So (2.6) holds if and only if 
c (A, - 2(m - 2)2)Ff’m)(tl, 2, t3) = 
(3.1) 
/ 
= c(m) i sh q-(m-2)(ch q-ch t)@‘-2)‘2 dy3 
y,= -rn 
j j f. S[(A,- (m-2)R)(-T)(m-2)‘2] dx, dx,. 
D(YI) 
Next we want to rewrite drFF)(tl, t2, t3) where A, = f CiCj (d/at, - d/atj)2. 
Recall that as differential operator acting on functions of t,, t2, t,, where we 
substituted t, = -t2 - t, we have 
(3.2) 34,= ($ - &r+(&,‘+(&>‘. 
Since f has compact support, (ch q - ch t)juJ = ,, = 0 and T= 0 on a@(n)) we 
obtain 
a a 
c(m)-’ --Fp)(t,, t2, t3) = 
at, atj 
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where i, j E { 2,3}. Since T only depends on t2 + t3 we have 
+ (_T)(m-2)/2 = + (_7’)(-2)/2, 
2 3 
and also 
2(_T)(m-2)/2 =4-!32(_~),-~ 
3 
Consequently, using (3.2) 
$c(m)-‘d,F;m)(tl, t2, t3) = 
=t 1 d,[shq-(m-2)(chq-ch t)(m-2)‘2] dys jj fd(-T)‘m-2’2~2~3 
y,= -cc D(A) 
+y3J__ (; +;)[shq-‘““(chq-cht)(‘“-2)‘2~d~3 
j j fs$(-T)‘m-2”2 dx2dx 3 
D(n) 2 
+ ‘i shq-m ( - 2)(ch q - ch t) (m-2)/2 ,j,,, 
yj=-m 
2(-T)‘m-2”2dx2dx 3. 
Since (d/at, + a/at,)t = 0 and (d/&, + d/i3t3)q = - (d/dy3)q we obtain that 
($ + &)[shq-‘m-2J(chq-cht)(m-2)‘21 = (3 3) 
. I 
=- &bhq- Cm - 2)(& q _ ch tp - k/2]. 
Repeating this argument then gives 
[ (-& + -$(-&)2][shq-(m-2)(chq-cht)‘m-2)’2] =O, 
and so we obtain from (3.2) that 
(3.4) [3d,-+(;y-+($ - ~)2][shq-(m-2~(chq-cht)(ml)n~=0, 
which will be used later on. If we use (3.3) then it follows from integration by 
parts with respect to y3 that 
$c(m)-‘d,Fy(t, I, t,) = , , 
= + ‘s d,[shq-(m-2)(chq-ch t)(m-2)‘2] dy, 
y,=-a 
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j j fS(- T)(m - 2v2 dx2 dx, 
D(Yd 
+ 'j shq-m ( -2)(chq-cht) (m-2)/2 dy, 
y3=-m 
LEMMA. 
[3(4,- 2kR) - 2((W3t2)2 + 82/i3y,&2)] Tk = 
18k2 Tk, ~EC. 1 
Assuming the lemma is proved it would follow that (3.1) holds if and only if 
‘s’ 34,[shq- (m-2)(chq-cht) (m-2)‘2] dy, j j _f~5(-T)(~-~)~ dx2 dx3 
y,=-CO D(n) 
-6(m -2)2c(m)-1Fp) = (“-2)(& q _ ch #m-2)/2 dy3 
- f(m-2)2](-T)‘nie2)Rdx2dx3. 
Again apply integration by parts with respect to y3. Then it follows that we 
have to show that 
3A,-2 2 2+3(m-2)ay0- ( aY3 > a chq - +(m-2)2 3 sh 4 1 
bh q- ‘m-2)(chq-cht) (m - 2)‘2] dy, j j fS(- Tfm - 2)‘2 dx2 dx3 = 0. 
D(Yl) 
By (3.4) it is then sufficient to show that 
[ (& - $-r-(&~+z(,-2)&o$-f -(m-2,‘] 
[sh q-(m - ‘)(ch q - ch t)(m -2)‘2] = 0. 
A straightforward calculation shows that this is indeed the case (a computer 
algebra system like Reduce or Macsyma is convenient but not necessary) and 
so (2.6) follows for m E C with Re m sufficiently large. By analytic continuation 
(2.6) follows for m EC with Re m > 0. It remains to prove the lemma (and here 
calculations are less “straightforward”). 
4. PROOF OF THE LEMMA 
First note that 
(4.1) (A,-2kR)Tk=kTk-2 T(A,-2kR)T+ f(k-1) C 
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Next recall that T= nf= 1 (ci - Ch q) where Ci = Ch(2Xi-p), SO 
C4e2) (& - ;, T= 2(cm-Ch q)((cj-Ch q)si-(C;-Ch q)Sj), m # i,j, 
where Si = sh(2Xi -p). Hence 
(ii&&) T= 4[(~,-Ch q)(cj-Ch q)Ci+ 
+(C,,-chq)(ci-Chq)cj-2~isj(C,-Chq)], m#i,j, 
and thus 
=8[ C c,(Ci-Chq)(cj 
i<j,m#i,l 
- ch 4) - 1 (Cm - Ch q)SiSj] = 
i<j,m#il 
Since 
=8[3T+ChqC (Ci-Chq)(cj-chq)- C (Cm-Chq)sisj]* 
i<j i<j,m*r.j 
(cj-ch q)S;- (ci- Ch q)Sj= (Cjsi-sjCi)-Ch q(Si-Sj) = 
= sh(2Xi_2xj)-2ch q Sh(X;-Xj) Ch(Xi+Xj-p) = 
+ 2sh(xi_Xj)(ch(Xi_Xj) - Ch q ch(Xi+Xj-p)), 
we obtain from (4.2) that (cf. [2, (6.15)1) for m f i, j 
Coth(Xi-Xj)(& - J$T= 
= 4(c, - Ch 4) Ch(Xi-Xj)(Ch(Xi-Xj) - Ch q Ch(Xi +Xj-P)), 
and thus 
RT=4 C Ch(Xi-Xj)(C,-Chq)(Ch(Xi-Xj)-ChqCh(X;+Xj-p)). 
i<j,m+l,j 
NOW Ch(X;-Xj) Ch(Xi+ Xj-P) = 4 (ci + Cj) and C;Cj-SiSj= Ch(2Xi- 2Xj) = 2Ch2(Xi- 
-Xj)-1, SO 
RT= 2 C (Cm-Chq)(CiCj-SiSj+l-Chq(Ci+Cj)). 
i<j.m#iJ 
Since 
(ci-Ch q)(cj-Ch 4) = c;cj-Ch q(C;+Cj)+Ch2 4, 
we have 
CiCj-si~j+1-Chq(Ci+Cj)=(Ci-Chq)(Cj-Chq)-Sh2q-SiSj, 
and thus 
R T = 6T- 2sh2 q C (Cm - ch 4) - 2 C (Cm - Ch q)SiSj * 
i<j.m+r,j r<j,mti,j 
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From the expressions for 34, T and RT we obtain that 
(4.3) 
I- 
3(4,-2kR)T=4[(6-9k)T+2chqC(c;-chq)(cj-chq)+ 
i<j 
+ (3k - 2) C (c, - Ch q)sisj + 3k sh2 q C (c, - Ch q)] 9 
icj.ri7tr.j i<j,mti.j 
From (4.2) follows that for m #i, j we have 
((& - $--)Tr =4(c,n-chq)2 
. ((ci - ch q)“si” - 2(c; - ch q)(cj - ch q)sisj + (c; - ch q)2+, 
SO 
z,((& -c)Ty= -8T,<j~+i,,(c~-chq)sisj+ 
+ 8 C (CT-Ch q)2(Cj-Ch q)2Si. 
i<j,m#i,j 
Next we note that 
S; = (s;- sh2 q) + sh2 q = (c, - ch q)(c, + ch q) + sh2 q = 
so that 
= (c, - ch q)2 + 2ch q(c, - ch q) + sh2 q, 
(4.4) 
I 
zj((& - &)$ = -8Ti<j~f,,j(C,-chq)s,s,+24T2+ 
+16T chq C (C;-Chq)(Cj-Chq)+8sh2q C (Ci-chq)2(Cj-Chq)2. 
i<j i<j 
If we combine (4.1), (4.3) and (4.4) then it follows that 
3(4,-2kR)Tk = 4kTk-2(2(k-1) sh2 4 C (Ci-Ch q)2(Cj-Ch q)2+ 
i<J 
(4.5) 
I 
+T[-3kT+2(2k-1) chqC (Ci-Chq)(Cj-Chq)+ 
i<j 
+ 3k sh2 q C (Cm - Ch 4) + k C (Cm - Ch q)S;Sj]). 
i<j,m#i.j i<j,m#i,j 
Next we will calculate ((a/&2)2 + a2/ay3Jf2) Tk. We have 
(4.6) 
and so 
$ T= - C (s,+ Sh q)(Ci-ch Q)(Cj-Ch q), 
2 i<j,mti,J 
2 
T=3T+2 C (s;+shq)(sj+Shq)(C,-Chq), 
i<j,mti,j 
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and 
= C (c;-chq)2(cj-chq)2(Sm+shq)2+ 
i<j,m+i,j 
+ 2T C (Si + sh q)(Sj+ sh Q)(Cm - Ch 4). 
i<j,m+i,j 
Consequently 
1 
+ 
2 
( > 2 
Tk = kTx’[ (k-1)($ Ty+ T(-&yT] = 
(4.7) =kTk-2[(k-1) C (Ci-Chq)2(C~-Chq)2(S~+Shq)2+3T2+ 
i<j,m+i,j 
+ 2kT C (Si + sh q)(Sj + sh q)(Cm - Ch q)]. 
icj,m+i,j 
From (4.6) follows that 
a2 
au3 at, 
T = -2Sh q C ((Ci- Ch Q)(Sj + sh 4) + (Si + sh q)(Cj - Ch 4)) + 
icj 
Now 
+ 2ch q C (Ci-ch q)(Cj-Ch 4). 
i<j 
(4.8) ~T=2ShqC(Ci_Chq)(Cj_chq), 
aY3 i<j 
so combining this with (4.6) we obtain 
=-2shq( C (Ci-Chq)2(Cj-Chq)2(S,+shq)+ 
i<j,mti,j 
+ T 1 ((ci - Ch q)(Sj + sh 4) + (Si + sh q)(Cj - ch q))). 
i<j 
From the calculations above we thus find that 
a2 
ay, at2 
Tk = kTk-2[-2(k- 1) sh q 
(4.9) 
C (Ci-Ch q)2(Cj-Ch q)2(S, +sh q)- 
i<j,m+i,j 
-2kT Sh q C ((Ci-ch q)(Sj+sh q)+ (Si+ Sh q)(Cj-Ch Q)) t 
i<j 
+2T ch q C (Ci-ch q)(Cj-ch q)]. 
i<j 
Next we note that 
1 (Si + sh q)(Sj + sh q)(Cm - Ch 4) - Sh Q C ((Ci- Ch q)(Sj + sh 4) + 
icj.m+iJ i<j 
+(si+shq)(Cj-chq))= C (C~-Chq)SiSj-sh2q 
i<j,m+i,j 
i<jg+ij(Cm-chq)9 . 9 
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so if we add (4.7) and (4.9) then we obtain 
Tk = kTk-*((k-l) C [(Ci-chq)*(Ci-chq)*' 
i<j,m+i,j 
*((Sm+Shq)*-2Shq(sm+Shq))]+3T2+2TChqC (Ci-chq)(Cj-chq) 
i<j 
Now 
+2kT[ C (Cm-chq)SiSi-sh*q C (Cm-ch q)]). 
i<j,mti,j i<j.mti,j 
(s, + sh q)* - 2sh q(.s,,, + sh q) =s; - sh* q = (cm - ch q)*+ 2ch q(c,,, - ch q), 
so that 
(4.10) 
Tk=2kTk-‘(jkT+k ch q C (Ci-Ch q)(Cj-Ch q)+ 
kj 
+k C (Cm-chq)siSj-kSh*q C (Cm-chq))* 
i<j,m*i,j i<j,m+i,j 
From (4.5) and (4.10) follows that for the left-hand side of the lemma we 
have 
r[ 3(d,-zkl?)-2(($s+ &)I Tk= 
(4.11) =4kTk-*(2(k-1) Sh*qC(Ci-Chq)*(Cj-Chq)*+T[-jkT+ 
i<j 
+(3k-2) Chq C (Ci-Chq)(Cj-Ch q)+4k Sh*q C (C,-Chq)]). 
i<j i-citn*ij 
One obtains from (4.8) that 
T = -4Ch q C (Ci - Ch q)(Cj - Ch q) + 8sh2 q C (Cm - ch q), 
icj i<j,m*i.j 
and 
a 
(- > aY3 
T *=4Sh*qz (Ci-Chq)*(Cj-Ch q)*+8T Sh*q C (Cm-chq), 
i<j i<j,m+i,j 
and thus 
(4.12) 
a ( > aY3 *Tk=4kTk-*~(k-l) Sh2qC(Ci-Chq)*(Cj-Chq)*+ icj 
+2kTSh*q C (Cm-Chq)-TChqC(Ci-chq)(Ci-Chq)]. 
i<j,m+i,j i<j 
Now compare (4.11) with (4.12), then it follows that 
3(d,-2kR)-2((&7+ &)]T*= 
=2 2Tk-18k2Tk+12k2Tk-1chq~ (ci-chq)(cj-chq)= 
i<j 
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= 2 & 2-18k2+6k-- 
[( > 
chq a 
sh 4 aY3 I 
Tk, 
where the last equality follows from (4.8). This finally proves the lemma. n 
REMARK. It is possible to introduce coordinates zl, z2 such that d, - 2kR is a 
differential operator in z1,z2 with polynomial coefficients (see e.g. [2, Appen- 
dix 21). The same applies to the operators (a/ay3)2 and (ch q/sh q)(d/dy3) (just 
put u = ch( y2 - y3)). One then translates T into these coordinates. This turns 
the identity of the lemma into a polynomial identity in the variables zl, ~2, u 
and ep (recall that p = t2 + t3), where u also depends on the parameter p. The 
identity can then be checked using a computer algebra system like Reduce or 
Macsyma. 
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